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ABSTRA CT

Distributed Optical-Fibre Sensing (DOFS) offers full information on the spatial and temporal behaviour
of a large number of measurand fields. Among potential applications are the monitoring and control of

any large structure (including 'smart' systems), and a range of environmental monitoring
requirements.
Methods for realizing DOFS hitherto have relied, almost exclusively, on linear backscatter techniques.

A notable exception is the Raman temperature measurement system, which relies on non-linear
backscatter. New explorations are concerned to investigate the possibility of utilising other non-linear
effects in either backscatter or forward-scatter arrangements. Forward-scatter methods utilise the nonlinear interaction between counter-propagating light signals in a single-mode optical fibre; these hold
promise for markedly improved signal levels, with consequent measurement accuracies of - 1 %, and
spatial resolutions 0 im over distances up to 1km.
Attention recently has concentrated on the use of the optical Kerr effect. Two ways in which this effect
may be used in DOFS will be described. Recent experimental results will be presented and remaining
problems will be defined.
1. INTRODUCTION

Distributed Optical-Fibre Sensing (DOFS) provides the means by which the spatial and temporal
behaviour of a range of physical fields may be determined. A variety of methods for implementing

DOFS has been explored, each, as always is the case, with its own set of advantages and
disadvantages [1,21.

Research in DOFS is stimulated by a number of important applications. For example, the requirement
to measure the distribution of temperature in equipments vulnerable to 'hot-spots' or to anomalous
temperature gradients, such as power transformers or multilayered material structures; the requirement
to measure strain distributions in critical structures such as pressure vessels, boilers, dams, bridges,
tall buildings; and the requirement to locate, spatially, anomalously large electric and/or magnetic
disturbances in malfunctioning electrical and electronic equipment. More recently, the growing interest

in structures which, effectively, have the ability to self-monitor, and perhaps also to self-adjust
('smart' structures), has provided added impetus to DOFS research [3].

The optical fibre possesses singular advantages for distributed sensing : it is dielectric, insulating,
flexible and sensitive (in its optical propagation properties) to a wide range of external physical fields.

Its flexible, 'one-dimensional' nature makes it very suitable for the variety of geometrical
configurations needed for distributed sensing in myriad industrial applications.

Additionally, some emphasis should be placed on the potential importance of DOFS in research and in
manufacturing diagnostics. Here the importance lies largely with its ability to probe the behaviour of
systems more satisfactorily as a result of access to more detailed spatial and temporal information, and
to detect and locate departures from prescribed behaviour with much greater facility.
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2. BACKSCATTER VERSUS FORWARDSCATTER DOFS

Most DOFS explorations to date have relied on backscatter arrangements [1 -4]. In these, a pulse of
light is launched into an optical fibre and is continuously Rayleigh backscattered as it propagates (fig
1). Time resolution of the emerging backscattered light then reveals the spatial distribution of any
external field which is capable of modulating, in a deterministic way, some characterizing property of
the light, this latter being demodulated by the detector. Such a one-dimensional 'lidar' arrangement
has the clear advantage of simplicity, but it has a number of disadvantages.

The primary disadvantage is that Rayleigh backscatter is at a low level, of order i05 of the forward
travelling energy, per unit length of fibre. Moreover, since the fibre attenuation (in a propagation
'window') will depend almost entirely on Rayleigh scatter, there will be an optimum length, for a
given scatter coefficient, with regard to both sensitivity and resolution of the DOFS system.
This can be given some quantification by examining the backscatter power equation:
c

where:

p(t)=--E
asexp(—act)
0
L
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p (t) is the backscattered power at time t.
c is the speed of light in the fibre.
a is the attenuation coefficient.
S 15 the backscatter capture fraction.
EO is the launch pulse energy.

From this it is easy to see that the optimum fibre length is given by

L=

and hence that the power received from the far end is given by:

'L

cE0s
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Now if we require a spatial resolution of AL at distance L from the launch end, it is clear, firstly, that
the launched pulse width must be less than AL. Secondly, the achievable resolution is limited by the
detector signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) :the energy received from AL at L is given by:
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Suppose that we need to measure the measurand to an accuracy (i.e. fractional error) of r , over AL. If
we assume that the detector is operating to the shot noise limit (Poisson statistics) we have that:

___

1

hv >i2

where v is the optical frequency and h is Planck's constant.

Hence, using (2):
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or

12eLhV

—(4)

We require both AL and T to be as small as possible (equivalent to large spatial resolution and high
measurement accuracy) and thus we may regard the reciprocal of ALl2 as a performance figure of
merit, F :E0s

B/S eLhv.
In order to provide some feel for the implications let us take some 'typical' values for a silica fibre
DOFS backscatter system

L= lOOm

E0= lnJ
n=5. 1014 Hz (A=600nm)
5 = 5. 1ft3

These give

FB/S 5.6. 10

m

This implies that, for an accuracy of 1% (i=0.O1) we have L > O.18m.
(It should, however, be pointed out that the above calculation refers to 'single-pulse' performance, and
significant improvement can result from integration over many pulses, if the consequent increase of
measurement response time can be tolerated).

Suppose, however, that there is no necessity to rely on backscattered light. Consider the forwardscatter arrangement shown in fig 2. In this arrangement a continuous wave (CW) source is launched,
at one end (F) of the fibre, into one of two possible modes T and R, say. These might be two
propagation modes, two polarization modes, or even two separate cores within the same cladding.
The important conditions which must obtain are that the two modes must be separately identifiable at
the output from the fibre, and that light coupling between them must both be possible and dependent,
in some way, on the external field to be measured (measurand). The mode into which the CW is
launched will be labelled the 'filled' (in this case T) mode whilst the other is the 'free' (in this case R)
mode.
An optical pulse is now launched into the other end (B) of the fibre in such a way as to allow it, whilst
propagating in the opposite direction to the CW, to couple the latter from the 'filled' to the 'free' mode.
if, as was required above, the coupling mechanism is modulated by the measurand in a deterministic
way, then, by time-resolving the CW power level emerging from end B in the 'free' mode, one obtains
the spatial distribution of the measurand field.

The important advantage which this method offers over the backscatter technique is that of increased
received power level. There is no longer an optimum attenuation coefficient for a given fibre length,
since one is not relying on backscatter (although the mode-coupling requirement might impose other
limitations on the minimum attenuation allowable). After a length L the CW power will in this case be
given by:
p(L) = Po exp (-aL)
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Suppose that a fraction q of this light power is coupled from the filled to the free mode, by the passage
of the counterpropagating pulse, in the absence of a measurand field. For a resolution length AL at
distance L from the CW launch end, the coupled energy will be:
SEL= q Po 2L/c
(since cx can now be very small). As before, if we require an accuracy of T, in the shot noise limit we
may write:
(EjJhv) 1/112

and thus, analogously to equation (3), we have:

AL chv/2ij0 . 1/12
and the forward-scatter figure of merit is :F

2qp0

F/S

chv

In order to make a meaningful comparison between the two figures of merit we shall make the
following assumptions:
(i) the peak power in the fibre is limited by the onset of undesirable non-linear effects and is the same

for both cases. Thus:

F

F

c

o_ o• AL
where the primed quantities represent the maximum values. (Here we have also assumed that the pulse
width is equal to the resolution length which, again, represents the optimum condition).

(ii) Over the full length, L, of the DOFS system, the CW is totally coupled to the free mode. In this

case:

q, = AL
Inserting these assumptions the ratio of the optimum figures of merit is given by:

F/S 2e
B/S
For the typical value of the backscatter capture fraction, s, of 5.10-i we have:
S

FB,S
Thus, for a given accuracy of measurement (for example) the optimum resolution interval for the
forward-scatter arrangement is reduced by three orders of magnitude, i.e. down to 0.18 mm. For the
same resolution in the two cases, the accuracy of measurement in forward scatter is increased by a

factor 30.
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Clearly, a study of methods by which forward-scatter DOFS might be implemented must be
worthwhile.
3. STRATEGY FOR FORWARD-SCATTER DOFS
The first forward-scatter (F/S) method for DOFS to be studied relied on a Raman interaction between a
counterpropagating pulse and a CW probe in a low-birefringence fibre [5]. In this, the CW probe
received Raman gain from the pulse, and this gain depended on the relative polarization states of the
probe and the pulse, these, in turn, being dependent upon the strain distribution along the fibre (fig.

3). As a demonstration of the basic principle of F/S DOFS this was satisfactory, but it was not
developed further since the signal processing required to determine the strain distribution was too

complex for practical implementation. However, polarization methods are to be preferred since they
are both very sensitive and independent (to first order) of fibre attenuation. High birefringence (hi-bi)
fibres are now quite readily available. Such fibres possess a natural linear birefringence which allows
good control over the propagation state of the propagating light, over long distances. Attention at
King's College London recently has concentrated on the use of these fibres for DOFS.
The first attempt to use such fibres in DOFS involved a backscatter method [6,71 which was a variation

on POTDR. In this method the propagating pulse, equally disposed in each of the two hi-bi
eigenmodes, accumulated a linearly increasing phase difference between its two modal components as

it propagated, and this was doubled for backscatter from any given point. By mixing the two
backscattered eigenmodes signals on emergence, a frequency was generated, and the time dependence
of this frequency mapped the distribution of birefringence along the fibre, corresponding to the pulse's

passage along it (fig 4). Any external field capable of modifying that birefringence was mapped
correspondingly. Whilst this method worked encouragingly well, it suffered still from that fact that it
was a backscatter method, and thoughts turned towards attempts to embody the same, or a similar,
idea in a forward-scatter arrangement.

The first thoughts along these lines involved the use of 'resonant' coupling. If a pulse propagating in a
hi-bi fibre could be arranged to impose a suitable periodic perturbation with a spatial period equal to the
hi-bi beat length (distance over which the differing polarization mode group velocities impose a phase
difference of 2ic between mode components) then this would lead to resonant coupling, from one
mode to the other, of a counterpropagating CW probe. The birefringence could then be mapped via the
coupling efficiency (level of coupled light) as a function of time.
4. MODE COUPLING IN HI-BI FIBRES

The primary feature responsible for the polarization-holding property of hi-bi fibre is that of the
difference in group velocities for the two eigenmodes. Any perturbation which acts to couple light
between the modes therefore, in general, will couple components with phases which average the
resulting amplitude to zero over one beat length. Since this latter is typically of order a few mm, only
perturbations with spatial variations on this scale will cause significant coupling. Clearly, a periodic
perturbation which has a spatial period equal to a beat length will couple optimally, since the points of
maximum coupling will always lead to fully constructive interference. The most obvious coupling
perturbation is a strain which, acting in a direction at a non-zero angle to the eigenaxes, will induce an
extra birefringence and thus effectively rotate the eigenaxes. The result is a coupling of each of the
pre-existing eigen-components into the new axes directions, a coupling which is not, in general,
reversed when the perturbation ends.
These ideas may be summarily quantified as follows
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Suppose that the complex amplitude components in the two orthogonal linearly polarized eigenmodes
of a hi-bi fibre are:

A = ax exp (i3xZ)
A = ay exp (iyZ)
Suppose now that a perturbation acts so as to couple an amplitude fraction k from mode x to mode y
per unit length. It follows that a fraction k* (the complex conjugate of k) will be coupled from y to x
(in order to conserve total power). Thus we may represent the coupling by means of a pair of coupled
equations:
da x
= ika (z)exp (iAf3z)
—a—

da
where

= ika * x (z)exp ( — iE4z)
L\1 =

-

Clearly, in order to solve these equations it is necessary to prescribe the dependence of k upon z.
Suppose that k is periodic, with period Lp, ie.

k =k0exp()

k*=k0exp()
A solution of these equations now leads to the result that the fractional cross-coupled power over a
distance L of fibre is given by
X

_k2(SiflaaL i\2

o'

—( )

where:

2 O22
2) )

with

PPy

2ir_2(i
PxL
LBLp
1

LB being the intrinsic fibre beat length. From this we see that the coupling is maximised when LB = Lp
(A1.o =0) under which condition

=sin2k0L

-(5)

Further, it is easy to show that, for an induced birefringence Bj with axes at angle 0 to the intrinsic

axes,
B

k0=-- sin 2a
0
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coupled power as a function of position allows a measurement of the distribution of birefringence
along the fibre, and hence also of any distributed field, such as stress, which modifies it.
5. KERR-EFFECT METHODS FOR IMPLEMENTING FORWARD-SCATTER DOFS

When an electric field is applied to an isotropic material (such as fused silica), linear birefringence is
induced in the material, with the slow axis in the direction of the field and the fast axis orthogonal to it.
The birefringence is given by:

-(6)

B=AtjbE2

where X0 is the vacuum wavelength, b the Kerr constant and E the electric field.

In the optical Kerr effect the electric field is that associated with an optical wave, so that the
birefringence induced by an intense wave in a material may be probed via the effect it has on another
wave, either co-propagating or counterpropagating.
Two F/S DOFS arrangements, which use the optical Kerr effect, have been explored:(i) FREQUENCY-DERIVED FORWARD-SCATTER DOFS

Frequency-derived backscatter DOFS has already been described in Section (3) and has also been
reported in the literature [e.g. 6,7]. The forward-scatter version of this idea utilises the optical-Kerr
effect.
Suppose that an intense optical pulse is launched into a hi-bi fibre, with equal power in each of the two
eigenmodes. As the pulse propagates the two components will come into phase once per beat length
and into antiphase at the intervening half beat lengths (fig. 5). The electric field of the resultant wave
thus will maximise in a direction lying at 450 to the intrinsic axes, every alternate half beat length.
The Kerr-effect induced birefringence resulting from this field consequently will cause the resultant
birefringence axes to rock around the intrinsic direction with a spatial period equal to the beat length.

Consider now a CW, with the same wavelength as the pulse, launched, again equally into the two
eigenmodes, in the opposite direction to the pulse. When it encounters the pulse, the Kerr-induced
rocking will produce optimal phase-matched coupling (since the rocking occurs naturally at the
'resonant' frequency), as a result of which probe power will be coupled from one mode to the other.
When pump and probe are at the same wavelength there will be an exact correspondence in beat length
which will maintain the coupled power constant as the pulse propagates down a fibre with uniformly
distributed birefringence. However, if pump and probe are at different wavelengths the differing beat
lengths will lead to the condition that optimum coupling will occur only when the rocking axes can
couple in-phase probe components, i.e. with an effective beat-length given by Le where

From this we may conclude that the optimum coupling occurs at a 'beat' frequency given by:

fD_cB

12

-(7)
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where Ai is the wavelength of the pulse light, ?2 that of the probe light, and L1 , L2 the respective beat
lengths; c is the velocity of light in the fibre and B1 is the intrinsic birefringence of the fibre.
For small coupling, the power coupling efficiency, k2 , is governed by [8]

k2 {y2/ [y2+ (0/2)2]) sin2{Lint [c2+ (0/2)211/2)

(8)

where e = ( 21t/Le) 5 the dephasing parameter, and L11 is the interaction length. Also, the coupling
coefficient (J is given by [9]

={icBk/2A.1)

(9)

where Bk is the optical Kerr-induced birefringence. As the wavelength of the pump is shifted with
respect to the probe, a phase mismatch will appear between the coupled wave elements along the fibre.
As a result, the net coupling would be reduced compared to the case where both sources have the same

wavelength, as expected from equation (8). The pump power cannot be raised indefinitely to

compensate for this, because of a limitation on the peak pump power in the fibre due to the onset of

spectral broadening effects (e.g. Raman, Brillouin) which would further reduce the coupling

efficiency. A large wavelength shift between the pump and probe beams therefore cannot be achieved
without paying a substantial penalty in terms of the coupling efficiency. Equation (7) shows that this,
in turn, limits the tuning range of the derived probe frequency. To avoid this problem the pump pulse
should be short compared with the spatial beat length between the polarization states of the pump and
probe beams, so as to avoid the 'smoothing' effect caused by the probe pulse embracing many beat
lengths, i.e. to keep Liny (in equation (8)) small. The experimental setup is illustrated in fig (6). The
fibre used was 24m long with an elliptical core (supplied by Andrew Corporation) and was single
mode at 633nm, where it exhibited a beatlength of 4 mm. The pump pulses were generated by a dye
laser pumped by a Q-switched, frequency-doubled Nd: YAG laser. Pulses of 8 ns (FWHM) maximum
duration were generated with a repetition rate of 50 Hz. To allow useful differences between the pump
and probe wavelengths, the duration of the pump pulses was required to be shorter than the pulse
width actually available from the dye laser. Accordingly a fast optical shutter was used to provide a
sufficiently short pulse. The pump beam was chopped by a fast Pockels cell to provide pulses of 2 ns

(FWHM) and was circularly polarized by the quarter wave plate so as to excite equally the two
eigenmodes of the fibre. The probe was provided by a cw Argon-pumped dye laser which was
counter-propagating with respect to the pump, and linearly polarized at a small angle to the fibre's
birefringence axes, with a launched power of 300 mW. In principle the strongest probe signal should
be provided when the eigenmodes are equally excited by a launched polarization set at 45° to the

fibre's principal axes. The signals would be then superimposed on a high mean received power.
However, an avalanche photodiode detector was used, and this rendered high mean signal levels
undesirable. After reflection from a beamsplitter at near-normal incidence, the probe beam was
analysed with a Glan Thompson analyser. A monochromator was placed before the avalanche
photodiode detector in order to block the large pulse predominantly produced by the front face
reflection from the fibre. This pulse otherwise would have saturated the input amplifier. The pump
and probe beams were set at various wavelength differences up to 2.4 nm apart, generating derived
signal frequencies up to 200 MHz. The signals were recorded and analysed using a computerinterfaced digital storage oscilloscope which was used to average the results from 256pump pulses.
The averaging process occupied approximately 10 seconds.

For the length of fibre used in the experiment, the spectrum began to broaden when the first stimulated

Raman line was generated. This occurred at a pulse energy of about 35 nJ. The experimentally

achieved coupling efficiency was about I %. The variation of the derived frequency with wavelength
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offset was measured by the following method: the pump and probe were initially set at the same
wavelength of 646 nm. Then, by tuning the pump wavelength with respect to the probe, the required
wavelength shift was set. An example of a derived frequency signal averaged over 256 pump pulses is
shown in fig (7). The wavelength shift between the pump and probe in this measurement is 1 .5 nm
and the corresponding derived frequency is 7 1MHz. The measured signal to noise ratio was 19.3 dB.
The experimentally-observed and theoretically-calculated relationships between the frequency and

wavelength shift are shown in fig (8). This figure shows the expected linear trend connecting the
derived frequency with the wavelength shift. There was good agreement between the theoretical
prediction represented by the line in the figure, and the experimental values represented by the points,
when the wavelength of the probe was longer than that of the pump, but this relationship did not hold
for the reverse case. Further tests made for the reverse case also showed a linear trend, but with a
different slope. This may be due to systematic experimental error, but this remains to be confirmed.
The tuneable frequency range offering strong signals was limited. This agrees closely with the theory
given by equation (8), in that, for a 2ns pump pulse, the first zero of the coupling response was
expected to occur at a wavelength offset of 3.2 nm, and from equation (7) the equivalent signal
frequency would then be 200 MHz.
Using the novel technique presented here, the spatial variation of the birefringence of a polarization
maintaining fibre can be measured remotely in a short time, and, since the signal is in the form of a
frequency, it is immune from the common error sources present in intensity - coded systems. Any
change in the applied stress or ambient temperature will tend to change the local birefringence and will
therefore be indicated by a shift in the frequency due to the external perturbation. Thus this technique
may be applied to implement a distributed optical fibre sensor. In this application the tuneability of the
derived frequency could provide some extra flexibility in the system design.
(ii)

POLARIZATION-STATE DEPENDENT KERR EFFECT FORWARD-SCATTER DOFS

In this second method the emphasis presently is on the spatial location of a perturbation rather than the
measurement of its magnitude, although suitable processing is capable, in principle, of revealing the

latter. In its present form it is capable of providing good spatial resolution and rapid response for
application to, for example, intrusion monitoring or vehicle location.

The optical arrangement employs a length of polarization maintaining fibre carrying two counterpropagating beams. A CW probe beam is launched from one end of the fibre so as to excite equally
the two eigenmodes, and the polarization state of this beam is detected at the far end of the fibre by
means of a beamsplitter and analyser oriented at forty-five degrees to the birefringence axes. An
intense, pulsed, pump beam is launched on one of the birefringence axes. This arrangement is similar
to the well-known Kerr-effect shutter system [10]

As in the Kerr shutter, the pump pulse causes a phase shift between the eigenmodes of the probe
beam, leading to a change in the output polarization state of the probe. This is detected as a sharp
change in the probe intensity passed by the analyser when the pump is initially launched into the fibre.

If, now, a force acts at an angle to the axes along a section of fibre, coupling of the pump light to the
other axis will occur, and the Kerr effect on the probe will thus be modified. The probe light itself will
also experience mode coupling, which will further modify the output polarization state. The actual
change which occurs will depend, inter alia, on the states of polarization of the beams as they enter the
perturbed region and thus, unless the birefringence perturbation is very small compared with the
intrinsic birefringence, there will exist a mutual dependence of effects from different measurement
locations, which only fairly complex signal processing would be able to resolve. However, it is clear
that for any change in the direction of birefringence axes consequent upon the perturbation by a
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measurand, there will, in general, result a change in optical Kerr effect. A differentiated signal thus
will, at least, indicate differential features of the measurand distribution, even though a fully quantified
spatial distribution is more elusive.
The fibre used in the experiments [1 1] was a mono-mode high-birefringence fibre, manufactured by
Andrew Corporation, with a diameter of 67.tm, attenuation of 35dB/km at 633nm and core to cladding
refractive index difference An = 0.032. The length of the fibre was about lOOm. The arrangement of
the experiment is shown in Fig (9). Pump pulses (617nm) of 8ns (FWHM) duration were generated in

a dye laser with a repetition rate of 50Hz. These pump pulses were launched on to one of the
birefringence axes of the fibre with the help of a halfwave plate and with a peak power of 3W
measured at the output end of the fibre. The linearly polarized probe beam of wavelength 633 nm,
from a He-Ne laser, was launched into the fibre at 45° to the birefringence axes. On emergence, the
probe beam was directed by a beam splitter to the detector, via the polarization analyser; its average
power at the detector was about 25.tW. The He-Ne laser and the detector were protected from the
pump light by use of band-pass filters at 633 nm. Force was exerted by pressing metal rods on the
fibre. The received signals were recorded, averaged and differentiated using the functions of the
digital storage oscilloscope.
In the absence of any measurand-induced perturbation the Kerr effect of the pulse is to modify the local
value of birefringence as it propagates, a modification which is sensed by the probe beam as a phase
shift between the eigenaxes, and which is, in principle, constant for the duration of the pulse's passage
through the fibre. The effect of this phase shift on the optical signal passing through the analyser is
shown in fig (10). In practice, the slow fall in the value of the phase shift is due to the attenuation of

the pump pulse with distance along the fibre. Fig (10) also shows the effect of differentiating this
signal with respect to distance.

Fig (1 1) the fluctuating analyser signal when the fibre was perturbed at two points, and its differential

with respect to distance. The points at which the weights were applied are clearly evident. Such a
system, even as it stands, could be used as an intruder alarm or as an indication of anomalous
disturbance of almost any kind.
Thus is demonstrated the use of the optical Kerr effect to determine the locations of discrete mode
coupling points space along a polarization maintaining fibre. Differentiation of the received signal with
respect to time provides a simple way to reduce confusing interactions when multiple coupling points
are present. Further work on this method is continuing, with a view to developing practical real time
processing and theoretical analysis of the potentialities of the technique.
CONCLUSIONS

Forward-scatter non-linear DOFS offers significantly improved performance over backscatter systems.
The enhanced detector SNRs imply the possibility of better than 1% measurement accuracy with spatial
resolutions of a few millimetres, and rapid response. The primary disadvantage is that higher-power
sources are required in order to access the non-linear optical regime.
Two systems in this class have been explored using the optical Kerr-effect. Both systems are basically
polarimeiric in form and rely on the properties of hi-bi fibre.
These systems are capable of further development, and others are possible.
This class of DOFS methods offers much promise for practical DOFS systems in a variety of industrial
applications, including 'smart' material structures.
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